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A GENERALISATION OF SUPERSOLUBLE GROUPS
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R. J. HAGGARTY

ABSTRACT.   A p-soluble group G belongs to the class F(n, p) whenever the

ranks of the p-chief factors of G divide n and G has order coprime to n.   A group

in F(n, p) is characterised by the embedding of its maximal subgroups.   Whenever

Nx and N2 are normal subgroups of G, of coprime indices in G, which lie in F(n, p),

then G lies in F(n, p) also.  F(n) denotes the intersection, taken over all primes p,

of the classes F(n, p).   Simple groups all of whose proper subgroups lie in F(n) are

determined.   Given an integer n > 2, there exist an integer m with the same prime

divisors as n and a soluble group G such that G lies in F(m) but G does not possess

a Sylow tower.   (We may take m = n provided that n is not a multiple of 1806.)

Furthermore, when n is odd, an example of a soluble group G, all of whose

proper subgroups lie in F(n) but G has no Sylow tower, is given.

1. Introduction. Let G denote a finite p-soluble group and suppose that

Lx, . . . ,Lt denote the p-chief factors of G. L¡ is then an elementary abelian

p-group of order p ', say. Define the arithmetic p-rank of G by

7(G) =  l.c.m.   {d¡}.
<=i.t

For each integer zz > 1 we define a class of p-soluble groups by

F(zz, p) = {p-soluble groups G|(|G|, zz) = 1 and Fp(G) divides zz}.

If G is now a soluble group and zr(G) denotes the prime divisors of | G | then we

may talk of the arithmetic rank, 7(G), where

7(G) = l.c.m.   {7p(G)}.
pen(G)

Thus we gain the classesF(zz) = {soluble groups G|(|G|, zz) = 1 and 7(G) divides

zz}. Clearly F(zz) = C\F(n, p), where the intersection is over all primes p. F(l)

is precisely the class of supersoluble groups, and in this paper we compare and

contrast some of the properties of a general F(zz) with the class of supersoluble

groups.

The classes F(zz, p) were introduced by Huppert [4, VI. 8.3], where it is shown
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that F(n, p) is a saturated formation.  Since the local formations defining F(n, p)

are subgroup closed, we have that F(n, p) is a subgroup closed class.  Easily it

follows that F(n) is a subgroup closed saturated formation.  In §2 we characterise

a group in F(n, p) by the embedding of its maximal subgroups. F(n, p) is not a

Fitting class; but if we insist that G is a group possessing two normal subgroups

TV, and N2 such that N¡ G F(n, p) for i - 1,2 and Nx and TV2 have coprime in-

dices in G, then indeed TVjTVj G F(n, p).  This result constitutes §3.  Corollary

3.2 generalizes the corresponding result for supersoluble groups provided by

Friesen [2].  We say that a group G is critical for a given class of groups if all

proper subgroups of G lie in the class but G itself does not.  In [1] Doerk investi-

gates groups critical for supersoluble groups. These are soluble, and hence he is

able to deduce many structure theorems for such groups.  There exist simple

groups which are critical for F(n). We classify these in §4.  In the final section,

§5, we obtain results for groups critical for F(2) similar to ones obtained by Doerk

for groups critical for F(l).  One reason we are able to do so is that a group in

F(2) possesses an ordered Sylow tower. We conjecture that for n > 2 there exist

groups lying in F(n) with no Sylow tower of any complexion. The rest of §5 is

devoted to a contribution to this conjecture.

The author wishes to thank the referee for many helpful comments, par-

ticularly ones relating to the proof of 3.1 and the example at the end of §5.

2. A characterisation of F(n, p). Let 77 be a maximal subgroup of a finite

p-soluble group, then the index \G : 77| of 77 in G is either a p'-number or else it

is a power of p.

Theorem 2.1. G G F(n, p) if and only if G is a finite p-soluble group of

order coprime to n and each maximal subgroup either has index pk for some in-

teger k which divides n, or has index coprime to p.

Proof.   Firstly if G G F(n, p) and TV is a minimal normal subgroup of G

then either TV has order coprime to p or else TV has order pk where k divides n.

Let 77 be a maximal subgroup of G.  If TV <77 then 77/7V is a maximal subgroup

of G/7V*.  Since G/TV G F(n, p) we have by induction on | G | that 77/7V has the re-

quired index in G/N. But \G:H\ = \G/N : H/N\ and so either |G : 77| is a p'-

number or else |G : 771 = pa where a divides n.Now suppose that7V<; 77.   By the

maximality of G we have that G = 777V.   Furthermore if TV is of p'-order then

|G : 77| = 1777V : 77| = |TV : 77 n TV| is p' also. We assume now that TV is of order

pk where k divides n. 77 Pi TV is normal in 77 and since TV is now abelian 77 n TV

is also normalised by TV. Thus G normalises 77 Pi TV and by the minimality of TV

we conclude that 77 n TV = 1. Hence |G : 771 in fact equals |TV| and thus 77 has

index pk where k divides n.
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Conversely suppose that G is a p-soluble group of order coprime to zz with

the stated restriction on its maximal subgroups. We show that G G F(zz, p) by

induction on \G\. If $(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, is nontrivial then since

any maximal subgroup H of G contains i>(G) we have that 77/<3?(G) is a typical

maximal subgroup of G/<ï>(G). By induction G/$(G) G F(n, p) and so G G

F(n, p) since F(zz, p) is a saturated class. When <1>(G) = 1, let A be a minimal

normal subgroup of G. Either N has p'-order or else N is an elementary abelian

p-group.  In this latter case choose a maximal subgroup H of G which does not

contain N.  Then G = HN and, as in the first paragraph of the proof, \G : 771 =

\N\.  Hence N has order pk where k divides zz.   Now G/N G F(n, p) by induction,

and so we have shown that the chief factors of G are either p or else of p-power

order, pk say, where k divides zz.  Hence G G F(zz, p).

Corollary 2.2. G G F(n) if and only if G is a finite soluble group of

order coprime to n and each maximal subgroup of G has prime power index, pa

say, where a is an integer dividing n.

Remarks. (1)  For zz = 1, Corollary 2.2 says that a soluble group G is

supersoluble if and only if all its maximal subgroups have prime index.

(2) Any group in which the maximal subgroups have index a prime or a

prime squared is soluble.  (See [4, VI. 9.4] due to Philip Hall.) This fact together

with 2.2 for zz = 2 gives us the main result of Köhler [6].

(3) We conjecture that any group of order coprime to zz in which the maxi-

mal subgroups have prime power index with the exponent of the relevant prime

dividing zz is soluble (and hence in F(zz) by 2.2).  Denote this class by X(zz).

Obviously our conjecture is true for n = 1,2 and also for even zz.  At the end of

§4 we are able to prove that the class s J(n) consisting of those groups in X(n)

all of whose subgroups lie inXfa) also consists solely of soluble groups.    Thus

our conjecture becomes:  Is %(n) = sy,(n)1

3. A Fitting-type property of F(n, p).

Theorem 3.1.  Let Nx and N2 be normal subgroups of G with N¡ G F(n, p)

for i = 1,2. If \G :NX\ and \G :N2\are coprime then NXN2 G F(n, p).

Proof. Now G = NXN2 and so G has order coprime to zz and we are re-

quired to show that all the p-chief factors of G have order pa for some integer a

dividing zz.  Let G be a minimal counterexample to the claim that G G F(n, p).

Choose M¡ to be a maximal normal subgroup of G containing N¡ for i — 1, 2.

Now Mx = (Mx n 7V2)7V1 and both Nx and Mx C\ N2 belong to F(zz, p).  Also

\MX : Nx | divides \G:NX\ and \MX :MxnN2\ = \N2MX : N2 \ divides \G:N2\;

thus A^j andMj fiJV2 are normal subgroups of Mx of coprime indices.  By the
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minimality of G we conclude that Mx G F(n, p). In a similar fashion 7172 G

F(n, p). Now G = MXM2 and so it suffices to prove our theorem when 717(. = N¡

for / = 1,2.

Let TV = TV, n 7V2; then if TV = 1, G is the direct product of TV, and TV2

and so lies in F(n, p) and we are done. So choose AT to be a minimal normal sub-

group of G lying inside TV. By the minimality of G we have that G/K G F(n, p).

If K has p'-order then G G F(n, p) and again we are finished. Hence |AT| = pk

for some integer k and all we need to prove is that k divides n to contradict the

existence of G and so to prove our theorem. We divide the rest of the proof into

several steps.

(a) 7/7 = CG(K) then 7 <TV.   For suppose otherwise, then without loss

of generality 7 =£ TV,. Now G = 7TV, and if AT, is a minimal normal subgroup of

TV, with Kx < K then certainly TV, normalises AT,. Since 7 centralizes K, it

certainly normalises AT,. We deduce then that Kx < G and so AT, = K and be-

cause TV, G F(n, p) we conclude that k divides n as required.

(b) TV(/7 is an abelian group for i = 1,2. Let AT, be a minimal subgroup

of TV, such that AT, < K. K may be regarded as an irreducible G-module and by

Clifford's theorem when K is regarded as an TV, -module it is a direct sum of the

conjugates of Kx. By assumption the dimension of AT, is a divisor of n. By [4,

VI.8.1] ,NJC is abelian where C = CN (AT,). Since x~xCx = CN (x~xKxx),

we deduce that C\xGG (x~xCx) is equal to 7. Hence TV,/I is also abelian.

Similarly 7V2/7 is abelian.

(c) |G : N¡\ = q¡ for i = 1,2 where qx and q2 are distinct primes.  By (a)

7 <N¡ for / = 1,2.  Let G = G/7 andTV, = NJL for i = 1, 2. Then G is the

join of two normal subgroups TV, and 7V2 both of which are abelian by (b). Hence

G/N¡ = G/7Vf is abelian for / = 1,2 so by the maximality of 7Vf we deduce that

\G : 7Vf| = q¡ is a prime. They are distinct since the indices are coprime.

(d) G/7, is abelian.   Since G = NXN2 we deduce from (b) that TV/7 is con-

tained in the centre of G/7. Now G/7/TV/7 = G/TV is a direct product of two

cyclic groups of orders qx and q2 respectively. Thus G/7 is a cyclic extension of

a central subgroup and is thus abelian.

(e) If \N : LI = r then \G/L \ = qxq2r divides (pk - 1) and moreover k is

minimal such that this occurs.  As 7 = CG(K) we have that G/7 may be regarded

as an abelian group of transformations of the vector space K of dimension k

over GF(p).   [4, II.3.10] applies to yield that G/7 is in fact cyclic of order di-

viding (pk — I) and also establishes the minimality of k.

(f) qxq2r divides (pn - 1).  Let Kx and C be as in (b). Then [4, VI.8.1]
k k

yields further that Nx/C is cyclic of order dividing (p * - 1) where |AT, | = p x.

Since kx dividesn we see that |TV,/C| divides (p" - 1). But now \Nx/x~xCx\ also

divides (p" - 1) for each x G G.  Hence the abelian group TV,/7 has exponent
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dividing (p" - 1).  By (e) Nx/L is cyclic and so the order of Nx/L divides

(p" — 1). That is to say q2r divides (pn — 1), or equivalently q2 divides

(p" - l)/z\   Similarly qx divides (p" - \)/r, but as qx =£ q2 and they are primes,

we conclude that qxq2 divides (p" - l)/r and so qxq2r divides (p" — 1).

Finally then, by the minimality of k from step (e) we deduce that k divides

zz.  This is our final contradiction.

Corollary 3.2. 7,er Nx and N2 be normal subgroups of G with N{ G F(zz)

for i = 1, 2. If\G:Nx\ is coprime to \G:N2\ then NXN2 G F(n).

4. Simple groups critical for F(n). Let G be a finite group critical for some

F(zz); then all proper subgroups of G are soluble. Thompson has classified such

groups and they are

(i) PSL(2, p); p > 3 and p2 P 1 mod(5), p a prime.

(ii) PSL(2, 3q); q an odd prime.

(iii) PSL(3, 3).
(iv) PSL(2, 2q); q a prime.

(v) The Suzuki groups, Sz(2<7); q odd.

Inspection of the subgroups of PSL(2,pO given in [4, II. 8.27] yields that types

(i) and (ii) involve A4 which has 7(A4) = 2 and even order so cannot lie in any

F(zz). The map

<¡> : GL(2, 3) -* PSL(3, 3),

where e = aj0e4 - a2a3 is a monomorphism so PSL(3, 3) has a subgroup isomor-

phic to GL(2, 3) and the latter involves A4. Thus types (i), (ii) and (iii) are not

critical for any F(zz). We now prove

Theorem 4.1. PSL(2, 2q) forq>5 is critical for F(q). PSL(2, 4) and

PSL(2, 8) are not critical for any F(n).

Proof.   By [4, II. 8.27] the subgroups of PSL(2, 2q) are either supersoluble

or of the following type: a semidirect product of an elementary abelian 2-group

of order 2m by a cyclic group of order t where t divides (2m — 1) and (2q — 1).

Hence since all subgroups of PSL(2, 2q) cannot be supersoluble [1], we conclude

that m = q.   Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2, 2q) then P has order 2q and

is elementary abelian. Let

zz=^{(q   °_1)|x2f=linGF(2")J;
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then the only nonsupersoluble subgroups of PSL(2,2q) must be of the form G=P •

Zt. We prove that 7(G) divides q.

Refine the series K P < G to a chief series for G. Since G/P is cyclic all 2'-

chief factors of G have rank unity. Let T¡ be a 2-chief factor of G and so C¡ =

CG(T¡)>P. Suppose that |7,.| = 2"'' and t¡= \G/C¡\. G/C¡ may be realised as an

irreducible subgroup of GL(nf, 2) in the usual manner, and so [4, II. 3.10] yields

that t¡ divides (2 ' - 1). Moreover n¡ is minimal such that this occurs.  But t¡

divides (2^-1) and so n¡ must divide q. Hence r(G) divides q. Thus all proper

subgroups of PSL(2, 2q) have arithmetic rank dividing q.

Now |PSL(2, 2q)\ - 2<?(2<? + 0(2« - 1).  Since 2" = 2 mod(q) we deduce

that q divides |PSL(2, 2")! if and only if q = 3 or q = 2.  So for q > 5,

PSL(2, 2q) is critical for F(q). The group PSL(2, 4) has a subgroup of even order

with arithmetic rank 2. PSL(2, 8) has a subgroup of order divisible by 3 with

arithmetic rank 3. Our theorem now follows.

We now investigate type (v) groups.  Suzuki [7] enumerates the subgroups of

Sz(2<7).  They are either supersoluble or else a Frobenius group 77 of order

22<7(2<7 - 1).  Moreover 77 has a Frobenius kernel Q of order 22q and 77/Q is

cyclic of order (2q — 1). Thus all 2'-chief factors of 77 are one dimensional. Now

the Suzuki groups satisfy the condition that the centraliser of every nonidentity

element is nilpotent.  Hence our group 77 also has this property.  Let F be a 2-

chief factor of 77 (thus T lies in Q). Then CH(T) is nilpotent and since Fit(77) is

the intersection of the centralisers of all the chief factors of G (see [4, VI.5.4]), we

conclude that Fit(77) = CH(T). Hence CH(T) > Q and so H/CH(T) is a cyclic

group of order dividing (2q - 1).  If | T\ = 2a then by [4, II. 3.10] a is minimal

such that 2" = 1 mod (\H/CH(T)\ ). Since 77 is a Frobenius group, 77/ß fixes no

nonidentity element of Q and so CH(T) = Q.   But then 2q = 1 mod (\H/CH(T)\ ).

We conclude that a divides q. In fact a = q since not all subgroups of Sz(2?) are

supersoluble. Thus all proper subgroups of Sz(2<7) have arithmetic rank dividing q.

Now |Sz(2<?)| = 22<?(2(? - 1)(22" + 1) and since 2? = 2 mod(q) we de-

duce that q divides the order of Sz(29) if and only if q = 5 since q is odd. We

have thus proved

Theorem 4.2.   Sz(29) is critical for F(q) for all odd primes q ¥= 5. Sz(2s)

has a subgroup of order 20 and so by the above cannot be critical for any F(n).

We use the classification of this section to prove that if G G s X(n) then G is

is soluble.  See §2, Remark (3).  By induction on \G\ we have that all proper sub-

groups of G are soluble.  By 2.2, G is critical for F(n). If G possesses a nontrivial

normal subgroup TV then induction yields that G/TV and TV are soluble. Hence G

is soluble. We are left with the case that G is a simple group critical for F(n).

Hence by 4.1 and 4.2, G must be isomorphic to one of the following:
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(a) PSL(2, 2q) for q a prime, q > 5.

(b) Sz(2<7) for q an odd prime, q =£ 5.

But PSL(2, 2q) has a maximal subgroup of index 2<?_1(2<7 + 1) which is not even

a prime power so PSL(2, 2q) £ 3C(zz).  Also Sz(2'7) has a maximal subgroup of

index 22q~x(22q + 1) also not a prime power. Thus G is neither a type (a) nor

a type (b) group. We conclude that G is soluble. Hence sX(n) = F(n).

5.  Soluble groups critical for F(zz). To begin we deduce a structure theorem

for groups critical for F(2) similar to a corresponding result obtained by Doerk [1]

for groups critical for F(l).  Firstly if G is critical for F(2) then G is soluble.  In

fact either G has odd order or else G is cyclic of order 2. We now assume that a

group critical for F(2) has odd order.

Theorem 5.1. If G is critical for F(2) then there exists a unique prime p,

dividing | G |, such that a Sylow p-subgroup of G is normal in G.  Furthermore

the quotient G/P has an ordered Sylow tower.

Proof.   Any group of odd order with arithmetic rank dividing 2 possesses

an order Sylow tower by [5, Satz 14].  Hence all proper subgroups of G have an

ordered Sylow tower.  Let r be the smallest prime divisor of \G\; then every

proper subgroup of G is r-nilpotent.  Either G itself is r-nilpotent or else G is

critical for the class of r-nilpotent groups.  In the latter case a result of Ito (see

for example [4, IV.5.4]) shows that in particular G has the required structure.

Hence we suppose that G is r-nilpotent. Let 77 = GyfG); then 77 G F(2) and so

77 possesses an ordered Sylow tower.  Since G/H is isomorphic to a Sylow r-sub-

group of G we conclude that 77 and hence G possesses a normal Sylow p-sub-

group where p is the largest prime dividing \G\.  Let this be denoted by P.

P is unique; for suppose that Q is a normal Sylow ^-subgroup of G for some

prime q =tp.   Then G/P and G/Q are isomorphic to Hall p- and ^'-subgroups of

G respectively. Hence G/P and G/Q lie in F(2).  Hence G = G/PnQG F(2), a

contradiction.

Finally G/P G F(2) and so G/P has an ordered Sylow tower.

By the complexion a of a Sylow tower we mean that a group G has a

Sylow tower with respect to some given ordering o of the primes dividing \G\.

An ordered Sylow tower is then just the Sylow tower with respect to the natural

ordering of the primes. Denote by T the class of all groups which possess a Sylow

tower of some complexion. Notice that if G is critical for F(2) then G G T.  We

conjecture that if zz > 2 then there exist soluble groups critical for F(zz) which do

not lie in T. In fact we assert that there exist soluble groups G G F(n)\T.  Thus

for zz > 2 we can hope for no structure theorem comparable to 5.1. We are able

to prove
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Theorem 5.2.   Given an integer n > 2 there exist an integer m with the

same prime divisors as n and a soluble group G with G G F(m)\T.

Proof.  The "amazing prime theorem" (the origins of which we are un-

certain) states that given an integer n > 2 and a prime p then there exists a prime

q such that n is the order of p modulo q unless either

(1) n = 2andp = 2q - 1, or

(2) p = 2 and n = 6.

Let p be the smallest prime not dividing n > 2. Then we can find a prime q

such that n is the order of p modulo q since the cases (1) and (2) above are ruled

out by our choice of n and p. By Fermat's theorem qp~x = 1 (mod p), and so

if a is the order of q modulo p then a divides p — 1. In particular a has the same

prime divisors as n. We let m - Lern, {a, n}, and so m has the same prime divi-

sors as n. We now construct a group G with two prime divisors p and q which

lies in F(m) but not T.

Firstly notice that p is coprime to m by choice.  Suppose that q divides m,

hence q divides n. Hence writing n = kq yields pkq = 1 (mod q) by the choice

of q. But pq =p (mod q) and so we deduce that pk = 1 (mod q) with fc < n.

This contradicts n being the order of p modulo q. Thus q is also coprime to n

and hence /n.  So our group G will have order coprime to m.

Let G, be the unique (up to isomorphism) nonnilpotent extension of an

elementary abelian p-group of order p" by a cyclic group of order q. Let G2 be

the unique nonnilpotent extension of an elementary abelian ¿7-group of order qa

by a cyclic group of order p.   Finally let G = G, x G2.  By construction 7(G,)

= n and /■ (G2) = a. Hence G G F(/n). Hawkes [3] shows that G is in fact critical

for F.  Thus G G F(m)\T.

Note.   By using number theoretic techniques as above we can show that

provided n is not a multiple of 1806 = 2.3.7.43 then there exists a soluble group

GEF(n)\T.

Naturally if we cannot guarantee that a group in F(n) necessarily has a

Sylow tower then we cannot hope to generalise 5.1. The referee has kindly pro-

vided the following example.

Example. Let n be an odd integer, n > 3. Then there exists a finite solu-

ble group G which is critical for F(n) but which does not have a Sylow tower of

any complexion.

Firstly if n is odd then there exists a prime number q such that n is the

order of 2 modulo q.  Let D be the dihedral group of order 2q generated by x

and y where xq = y2 = 1 and (xy)2 = 1.  Let Kbe a two-dimensional vector

space over the field GF(2"). The field GF(2") contains an element co of

multiplicative order q since q divides (2" — 1). The following matrices define an
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irreducible representation of D on V:

From G = VD the semidirect product of V by D with respect to the above action.

G has order 22"+ xq and clearly has no Sylow tower of any complexion. We show

now that G is critical for F(zz).

(a) V is a minimal normal subgroup of G. x fixes no elements of V and so

any subgroup of V normalised by x has order at least 2". Thus V is a direct sum

of two subgroups Vx and V2 both of order 2", and V¡ is normalized by x for z =

1, 2. These subgroups afford irreducible representations of the cyclic group {x).

These are inequivalent since x acts as multiplication by co on one and by co~ ' on

the other. Hence Vx and V2 are the only proper subgroups of V normalised by x.

Now^ interchanges Vx and V2 hence V is minimal normal as required.

(b) Let M be a maximal subgroup of G; then either V < M or else M = 7J>.

If F is not contained in M then F n M < G and by (a) V D M = 1. Hence £> s

G/F = VM/V a M/K n M = Af as required.

(c) All proper subgroups of G belong to F(zz) but G does not.  Let M be a

maximal subgroup of G. If M does not contain V then M = D by (b) and hence

is supersoluble. If M > V then either M is a 2-group, which is supersoluble or else

M = {V, x). By the proof of (a) we see that < V, x) G F(n). Hence all proper

subgroups of G lie in F(zz). G does not, since 7(G) = 2zz.
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